3rd February 2017

Lighthouse Keepers

James Thomas-Somers
Sam Tellam

– for working hard at his reading and writing

– for working really hard with excellent good presentation

Daniel White

– for outstanding work in Maths

Eggs of Excellence (Fairness)

Joe Penna

– for friendliness to others

Ellie-May Phillips

– for thoughtfulness towards a friend

Isla Rouen – for always looking to see how she can be helpful to others

Class 3 Student of the Week
This week’s Student of the Week in Class 3 is:

Keira Silgram
Well done Keira!

Rosa & Eva Hensler-Harris

Both the girls' birthdays fall either side of Christmas (on the 9th and 29th of December) and both
of them volunteered to forego having any presents and instead asked friends and family to make a
donation to Medicine San Frontiers instead. Rosa and Eva have both expressed a great desire to help
other people (especially children) who are far less fortunate than themselves and they positively
leapt at the opportunity to do this (with a chorus of YEAH!) when their Dad tentatively suggested it
one morning - despite the fact he made it very clear that it meant no presents! By the end of the
year, they had raised £360.00!
Rosa & Eva’s Dad quoted: I think that for children, giving such as this and understanding the

value of supporting a great charity can be helped along enormously by plenty of positive
reinforcement (hopefully encouraging more good stuff like this in the future).

Both girls showed great modesty as they did not tell their teacher or classmates what they had done,
we only heard of their kindness when Mr Smith received an e-mail.

Well done girls – what a thoughtful thing to do
Drop Everything And Read (DEAR)

At Kehelland we work hard to develop a lifelong love of reading and sharing books. To help us in this
endeavour we would like to invite parents, grandparents, aunties and uncles to a ‘Drop Everything and
Read’ session on Tuesday 21st February at 2.30pm. Please choose a book and bring to school to
share with the children and enjoy reading for pleasure.

Up, Up and Away!

Thank you to parents for providing the children with such wonderful costumes for Topic Day. The
children had an enjoyable day, starting with the thrill of a simulated plane flight and followed by a
range of creative activities. Some photos are below but there are more available to view on the
website under Parental Information/Up, Up and Away.

Unwelcome Visitors
Unfortunately some unwelcome visitors have returned to our classrooms. Please check your child’s
hair daily for headline and, at regular intervals, wash and comb through conditioner. Thank you for
your co-operation in helping us eradicate this problem.

Diary Dates
Feb
08
09

Mar

Apr
May
Jun
July

Governor’s Meeting – 5.00pm
Football Match v Connor Downs – home game
PTSCA Meeting – 7.00pm
10
Whole School visit to Culdrose
13-17 Half Term
16
Nest Box Day at Kehelland Trust
21
Drop Everything and Read – 2.30pm
25
Pebble Wood Day
08
School Workshop – Cheap Date Dance
09
Carn to Cove production – Kehelland Chapel Hall
16
PTSCA AGM – 7.00pm at school
24
Kehelland School Spring Fayre
31
End of Spring Term – 1.15pm
18
Beginning of Summer Term -8.45am
30
School Gardening & Decorating Day
01
Bank Holiday – school closed
nd
29-2 June Half Term
27
Sports Day
30
Gig on the Green
01
Kehelland Village Tea Treat

Geoff Smith

